
 

 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 
CLASS 6 

Dear students, 
As we have embarked on our journey in this new session. The most awaited time of the year has 
arrived. Time to relish summer delicacies, rejuvenate our mind and body, re-think and re-create 
our potentials.  In these longer days and shorter night , give space to creativity and honing skills. 
Ignite the spark of your imagination and spend time wisely. 
 

Maths: 

 Lesson 9 ( solve ex. 9.2 to 9.3) in register , lesson 13 ( solve ex. 13.1 to 13.2 in register) 

 NOTE; Solve all the questions in separate thin copy. 

Hindi: 

 Write 5 pages writing in your writing book. Write an essay on the topic ` Save the Earth`  in 
your dictation note book. Make a picture related to the essay. 

 Hindi 1 Read and learn the difficult word meaning of lesson 4 , 5, 6 and 7 

 Hindi 2 Read lesson 5 , 6 and 7. 

ENGLISH: 

 Learn the hard words and meanings of lesson settled in Natal and The Machine. 

 Do the book exercises of lesson settled in Natal and The Machine. 

 Read about verbs and solve the book exercises of the same. 

 Prepare a chart on the ` Principal and Auxillary verbs`. 

COMPUTERS: 

 Learn Q/A of lesson 2  

 Learn Shortcut Keys from Page No. 30, 64, 87 and 98. 

 Prepare a model/Chart on any one of the topics (Refer Lesson 2). 

 Abacus (ii) Transistors (iii) Vacuum Tubes (iv) Microprocessor (v) Artificial Intelligence 

 Prepare a model on different versions of windows (Any one). 

SANSKRIT: 

 Read Lesson -4 , 5 , 6 and  learn the word meaning. 

 Learn any one shabd roop and one dhatu roop , taught in the class. 

CRAFT:  

 Do the activity given on page – 68 in your art/ craft book. 



 

 

 
 
MORAL SCIENCE: 

 Visit an Orphanage , old age home and donate your old clothes, click few pictures with 
them and paste it in your Moral Science note book and write a short note about the 
difficulties of people living there. 

G.K: 

 Learn unit 1 ( Animal kingdom) and learn the names of ministers of the newly formed 
government. 

SOCIAL STUDIES: 

 Try to find the problem faced by the children of poor families. Write their problems and 
give your comments on it. 

 Make a pictorial presentation on the political parties of India. 

 Read and find out the difficult words of the lessons given under the half yearly syllabus. 
 Write a fiction based on the possibility of life in the other planets. 

SCIENCE: 

 Make a collage (on a A4 sheet) using articles and pictures from the newspaper , magazine 
and internet on one of the following topic;                                                             

a) Think Green 
b) Solution to the pollution 
c) Save the Earth 

 Collect pictures of clocks that were used from ancient time to the present and stick them in 
scrap book in order of earliest to the latest. Prepare your own sand clock. 

 


